Home School Agreement
At the heart of this Home School Agreement lies the well being of the child
– a happy child learns and makes progress.

Our Vision
To promote an enjoyment of learning, the highest possible achievement in all forms and a sense of
success for all learners through:
●
●
●
●

A stimulating and engaging curriculum;
● A safe, health promoting, secure and inclusive
Effective personalised learning;
environment;
A commitment to lifelong learning;
● Valuing diversity and respecting the individual.
To develop confident and responsible children ● To be a source of pride and resource for the
and young people through:
local community through:

Personal and social development
Opportunities for participation and active

Partnership working
Being a role for sustainability

We aim to provide an inspiring and creative curriculum though which:
● Pupils can become confident, independent

and enthusiastic learners, developing a love
of learning for life;

● The learning needs of individuals are understood
and supported sensitively and effectively;
● Pupils are taught to see beyond the school, to
become aware of the wider world and their place
within it.

We aim to provide a positive, happy and safe environment in which:
● All of us feel valued and have a strong
Attachment to the school “family”;
● Everyone is regarded as an individual and
differences are recognised and respected;
● We do not fear failure and understand that
we learn through mistakes;

● Success is celebrated and achievements both in
and out of school are shared and enjoyed by all;
● Mutual respect and courtesy is demonstrated by
all.

We will value the contributions that parents, governors, members of the wider community and staff
make as partners in learning and we aim:
● To always keep channels of communication;
open, listening as well as informing.

● To provide opportunities for parents and others
to share knowledge and skills for the
benefit of pupils.

To ensure your child gains maximum enjoyment and benefit from his/her education with us we ask you
to support our aims and share our vision.

